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In this paper, we use a hill-climbing algorithm to construct starter-induced and even 
starter-induced one-factorizations of complete graphs, and we discover a perfect one- 
factorization for KM. 
1. IIwoductlon 
A one-factorization of a complete graph & is a partition of the edge-set of &,, 
into 2n - 1 one-factors, each of which contains n edges that partition the vertex 
set of &. A Iperfect one-factorization (PlF) is a one-factorization in which every 
pair of distinct one-factors forms a Hamiltonian cycle of the graph. 
PlFs on &, were known to exist when n is prime, when % - 1 is priie, and 
when 2n E { 16,28,244,344} (see [l]). Recently, a PlF of Km was presented in 
[7]. These were the only known examples of PlFs. In this paper, we use a 
hill-climbing algorithm to generate (even) starter-induced one-factorizations, and 
discover a PlF for &. Thus, the smallest unknowa case is now Km. 
Recently, Ihrig investigated the structure of the automorphism groups of PlFs 
G r;C,, and proved many nice results (see [3: 4 and 51). These results strongly 
suggest that PlFs are difficult to construct. 
2. (Even) starters ml tha hilldmbiig algorithm 
We construct one-factorizations using starters and even starters. A starter in 
i?&+l is a set S = {{q,yl}, (x2, y2}, . . . 9 (;rc,, y,}) swh that ever- Bon-zero 
element of &+l occurs as 
(1) an element of SOI);:; pair of 9‘, and 
(2) a difference of some pair of S. 
Define S* =sU{@p} and~+g=g+~=~forallgE +l. Then, it is easy to 
see that F = {S* + g : g E Zh+1) is a one-factorization of K2n+p 
An even starter in Z, ‘is a set E Tt y& {x2, y2}, {XA, y,~}} such that 
(1) every r&on-zero e!ement of except one, denoted m, occurs as an 
element in some pair of E, 
(2) every non-zero element of xcept n occurs as a difference of some pair 
of E. 
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Define Z* = ELJ{{O,~~}}U{(~,~~}}, andg+q=q+g=ai forge& and 
i = 1,2. Also define Q* = {{g,g+n):g~&}U{(~~, =&. ‘IhenF={E*g:gE 
a} u {Q*} is a one-factorization of &+% 
:tiost known exampies of PfF arise from starters or even starters. In [l), 
Anderson enumerates allPlFs in #2n arising from starters and even starters, for 
2n G 22. These empirical results uggest that there exist both a starter-induced 
PlF and an even starter-induced PlF in Kti for all 2n 3 12. Mence, starters or 
even starters might provide new examples ofPlF for larger values of 2nq 
We use a modification of the hill-climbing algorithm in [2] to generate (even) 
starters. For each (even) starter generated, we then test the induced one- 
factorization for perfection. We give a brief description of the hill-climbing 
algorithm. 
The algorithm non-deterministically constructs he pairs in the (even) starter 
using one of two possible heuristics. At a given stage in the algorithm, we have a 
partial (even) starter. We say that an element or difference is use$ or unused 
depending on whether it occurs in the (current) partial (even) starter. 
An unused element u and an unused difference d are picked 
randomly. This determines a second element 21 of the pair (either 
of u + d or u - d). If u is unused, then add the pair {u, v} to the 
(even.) starter. Otherwise, delete the pair containing u from the 
(even) starter, and add the pair {u, u}. (1) 
Choose two unused elements (u and v, where u Cv). If the 
difference d (d = v - u) is unused, then add the pair (u, v). 
Otherwise, delete the pair that has the difference d from the 
(even) starter, and add the pair {u, v). (2) 
Note that at no time does the number of pairs in the (even) starter decrease. 
Although we cannot guarantee that (even) starters will always be found by this 
algorithm, in actuality it seems to work all the time, and it is very fast. For those 
who are interested in this class of algorithms, we suggest [7]. 
We implemented the hill-climbing algorithm for both starters and even starters 
using Pascal/VS on the University of ‘Manitoba Amdahl580 computer. After 15 
hours of CPU time (having constructed a total of 6 million starters and even 
starters) we found the following starter in 5 which indttces a PlF of Z&: 
((1% 1% {%7}, (19,22), {28,X2}, (2% 30}, (11: 171, {6,13), (l&26), (29, 31p 
(3% 9}, @,31}, (33, IO}, (23, I}, (2,161: {“,2,27), (8,241; (4,2p)). 
The automorphism group of the induced PIF is 
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We were not as lucky with Km, having spent about 100 hours of CPU time 
without finding a PIF. 
4. statistics 
The probability of finding a PlF by means of the hill-climbing algorithm 
described in Section 2 depends on two factors. 
(a) What is the probability that a random (even) starter-gener.ated one- 
factorization is perfect? 
(2) Does the hill-climbing algorithm generate random (even) starter-generated 
one-factorizations? 
To help answer these two question- a,we performed some experiments on I&, 
(for 16 s 2n G 30). For 2n G 22, a complete enumeration of (even) starters was 
done in [l]. By testing the resulting one-factorizations for perfection, we obtain 
exact probabilities for I), dividing the number of (even) starters into the number 
of (even) starter-induced PlFs. Due to the large number of (even) starters for 
2n > 22, it is computationally infeasible to extend this enumeration to larger 
orders. 
To help answering (2), we generated many (even) starters using the hill- 
climbing algorithm in order to estimate the probability that a given (even) starter 
produced by the hill-climbing algorithm indues a PlF. (We note that the PlFs 
generated are not necessarily non-isomorphic, nor even distinct.) These results 
are summarized in Tables i and 2. The two sets of probabilities (for 16 G 2n 6 22) 
appear to be fairly close, suggesting that the (even) starters generated by the 
hill-climbing algorithm are random. 
Define S(n) to be the expected number of (even) starters required to obtain a 
PlF on K,,. From our empirical evidence, it appears that log&(n) is a linear 
function of n (i.e., S(n) increases exponentia& as a function of n). Using a iinear 
Table 1 
Statistics for starter-induced one-factorizations 
Graph 
Hi&climbing algorithm Exhaustive numeration 
No. of No. of Estimated No. of No. of True 
starters PlF Prob. of PlF starters PlF Prob. of PlF 
K16 137 000 1851 0.135 l lo- * 631 8 0.127 l 10-l 
Ku? 122 000 526 0.432 l 1O-2 3857 17 0.441 l lo-=’ 
G4l 106000 284 0.267 l 1o-2 25905 65 0.251 l W2 
K22 399000 $4 0.209 l 1o-J 188 181 36 0.191 . 2o-3 
K24 499GOO 37 0.741 l 1o-4 
K26 2102000 72 0.343 l 1o-4 
Kzs 2463 13 0.528 l 1o-5 
K30 2638000 4 0.152 l 1o-5 
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Table 2 
Statistics for even starter-induced one-factorizations 
Hill-climbing algorithm Exhaustive numeriation 
Graph 
No. of 
starters 
No. of Estimated 
PlF Prob. of PlF 
No. of 
starters 
No. of True 
PlF Prob. of PlF 
KM 351008 
K18 624 000 
&o 546008 
ir”22 475 000 
&4 423008 
&6 394000 
&a 1135000 
K30 55%000 
4490 0.128 l 10-i 960 12 0.125 l lo-” 
8371 0.134 l 10-l 5768 80 0.139 l 10-i 
1476 0.270 l lo-’ 42 816 120 0.288 l w2 
412 0.869 l 1o-3 320 512 272 0.849 l 1o-3 
86 0.203 l 1O-3 
44 0.112 l 1o-3 
40 0.352 l 1O-4 
75 0.134 l 1o-4 
least-squares approximation against he sample data, we estimate, for the case of 
starters, that S(n) = 10°-2~-2-843; and for even starters, that S(n) = iO”*229”-1-W? 
Substituting n = 40, we obtain estimates of lOem and lo’** respectively. That is, 
we would expect to have to generate over 15 000000 even starters before we 
would expect o find a PlF for Km, and even mdre starters. 
The computer esults in this paper provide further empirical evidence that PlF 
are very difficult o construct. Given enough computer time, we might find a PlF 
for Km, but these techniques will most likely be unsuccessful for larger orders. 
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